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Tanked: Kondinin Group researchers travelled
across the country to review a range of chemical
batching systems. The best batching system
for your operation will depend on a range of
factors such as size of operation and boom spray
capacity, products commonly used, available
labour, and even water source locations.

Best of the batch in
chemical handling
This month Kondinin Group takes a look at the range of chemical batching systems on the market, reviewing
their features, capability, construction and safety. Researchers Mark Saunders, Josh Giumelli and Ben White
travelled across the country assessing products from Beverley Hydraboom, Goldacres, Hayes, TSI Beacon,
Croplands, Burando Hill, Flashvat, SureFire, and GNS Engineering.

W

hen looking at increasing
the efficiency of spraying
operations, many farmers
probably focus on the sprayer
itself, rather than ancillary equipment such
as a chemical batching system.
There is no doubt you can get more
hectares covered in a given time period by
using a wider boom spray with larger tank,
and by travelling faster. But the tradeoff may be the quality of the job and the
efficacy of the product.
An efficient chemical batching setup can
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improve refill turnaround times, improving
paddock efficiency and spray efficacy, not to
mention operator safety.
Time with machinery idle during filling
and transfer is time that could be spent
spraying, so any improvement to chemical
handling is a win for the bottom line, as well
as an improvement in personal safety. And
better mixing of products, especially dry
products, not only improves the quality of
product applied during spraying operations,
but also reduces the risk of downtime
through blocked filters and nozzles.

TRUE COST OF SLOW
TURNAROUND

According to an experienced precision
agriculture support specialist who has
examined dozens of machine telemetry data
sets from machines in Western Australia,
it is not uncommon for an SP sprayer to
spend 50 per cent of the total engine hours
consumed with activity other than spraying.
Of those non-spraying hours, more than
half (or 25 per cent of total machine hours)
are typically when the machine is running
but stationary for tank refills.
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Touch and go: Chemical batching systems
can be as simple as a small induction
hopper and pump, up to remote-controlled,
computerised systems with mass-flow
meters and multiple inputs.

BATCH BUY
The range of systems on offer to farmers
is vast, so there is sure to be a batching
system to suit any individual requirement.
Simple, highly portable units are no more
complicated than the induction hopper
found on the average sprayer. But if a unit
can speed up the fill time, or improve the
mixing of chemicals, especially dry granular
and powder products, it may well be worth
the relatively small outlay.
For bigger operations, a large capacity
mixing vat with high output pump
and ability to connect several inputs is
becoming more popular. Many farmers have
customised such systems to suit their own
requirements, with the entire unit mounted
on a truck tray or trailer, complete with
several shuttles all connected to the batching
system. This can then be shifted around the
farm to fill points where water is available,
cutting down on sprayer travel time. Or if
feasible, enough fresh water can even be
carried on board or in a trailing tanker.
Other units are incorporated into
centralised fill points or chemical sheds
where batching systems can be set up in an
organised manner, with chemicals stored
according to best practice. Access to power
means 240V pumps can be used instead of
engine-driven units, further speeding up the
mixing and transfer process.
Perhaps the ultimate in batching systems
is a unit such as the SureFire QuickDraw,
allowing multiple inputs to be metered
accurately by a flow meter, mixed precisely
to a pre-determined “recipe”, and remotely
www.farmingahead.com.au

triggered to be ready to go when the sprayer
arrives at the fill point. Such a system
not only delivers on all the benefits of a
dedicated batching system, but can save
a labour unit, making it ideal for singleoperator spraying (see page 24).

DOES DI DELIVER?
Direct Injection (DI), where the sprayer
tank carries fresh water and neat chemical
is accurately metered into the spray lines,
has not taken off as many predicted it would
have. Indeed, most sprayer manufactures
offer a DI option, but it does not seem to be
commonly used.
In practice, the use of a DI system should
negate the need to measure out product,
mix it and add it the main tank. Fill stops
simply involve topping up the tank with
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fresh water, and replenishing the chemical
if needed (ie installing an envirodrum).
A batching system by rights would be
redundant.
But this doesn’t seem to have happened,
possibly for a number of reasons. The
use of dry products with a DI system is
quite difficult, requiring initial mixing
and agitation and in many cases still then
need to be added to the main tank of a
DI-equipped sprayer.
Booms with a recirculation system which
have pre-charged spray lines are becoming
increasingly popular, but may not be
compatible with DI systems.
All prices quoted in this report are
recommended retail prices including GST.
No. 114 July 2019 Research Report
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A sprayer depreciates at the same rate
whether it is out spraying, transporting to
and from the paddock, or running at the fill
point during reloading. With depreciation
one of the most significant costs associated
with machinery ownership, it makes sense
to maximise the trade value of the machine
by reducing non-spraying engine hours with
efficient filling.
Even if using the small induction hopper
on a self-propelled sprayer, a fair amount
of diesel is being burnt to run the engine at
2000rpm while inducting product.
Rob Sands, a farm management
consultant with Farmanco says a wellutilised SP sprayer should clock up between
700 and 900 hours annually. The thought
that refilling could be consuming 175 to
225 hours per year points to an opportunity
for significant efficiency gains.
Time spent handling product, measuring
out and mixing all contributes to downtime
in spraying operations, especially for
single operators. Poor handling practices
can lead to harmful chemical exposure,
and inaccurate or poor mixing can affect
spraying efficacy or cause herbicide
resistance issues.
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Mix up a brew: If purchasing a batching system, make
sure you inspect every aspect of the unit, with a clear
idea of what you want it to do. If you can, have a look at
the manual as well, or operate one with fresh water.

Buyer’s guide
When weighing up the purchase of a chemical batching unit, there are a number of considerations that
need to be taken into account, including the sprayer setup, and any on-board induction hopper fitted.

P

rimary considerations are the type
of products used and the containers
they are purchased in, as this will
dictate the most convenient method
for measuring and adding them to the mix.
Vat – in general, vat capacity should reflect
the size of the sprayer tank. You can’t
correctly mix enough product for a large
sprayer tank with a small batching system,
especially with dry products. Tall vats are
difficult to lift product up to the vat lids.
The vat should be easy to drain completely
through a dedicated outlet or sump.
Pump and plumbing size – 50mm or
75mm plumbing is the main choice here.

4
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If your sprayer has a 75mm camlock
connection, the batching system needs to
match. 75mm will obviously fill faster,
but check it has the pump output to match.
Another option is to run a twin pump setup
with one transferring only fresh water.
Drum spikes – the use of spikes or knives
to split drums or bags is waning as farmers
increasingly purchase products in bulk
containers such as shuttles. It is simple work
to slit bags with a knife and tip them in.
Drum spikes pose a safety risk to operators,
so if you want one go for a batcher with
twin lids.
Rinser – the rinsing nozzle is just about
standard on any batching system and

is used to flush the last product residue
from kegs and drums, as well as cleaning
out measuring jugs. Some rinsers are
incorporated in the drum spike, which is
convenient as containers can be spiked and
then rinsed without removing the dripping
container to carry it over to the rinsing
nozzle under a second tank lid.
Induction system – typically a venturi
system is used to draw product in, but
sometimes a dedicated chemical pump is
used, such as a 12V diaphragm unit. Flow
rates are important here, as large sprayers
require reasonable chemical volume per
tank mix. A venturi system that can be
coupled to a manifold to service multiple

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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Agitation – Most units will feature twin
agitation nozzles located at strategic
positions inside the vat. Ideally, nozzle
direction should be adjustable to fine-tune
mixing requirements.
Tank rinse – A tank rinse nozzle or
sprinkler positioned inside the vat at the top
will help with cleaning the unit when work
is completed.
Rinse hose – rinse hoses and guns are
optional on some models and standard
on others. These are ideal for fresh-water
clean-down of the unit, especially if the
sprayer doesn’t have a hose.
Drainage – The main vat sump should drain
completely and chemical handling lines
should be easily flushed with clean water.

Flow meters and load cells – measuring
accurate quantities of product is
problematic, especially when purchased in
bulk, and increases the risk of exposure.
In-line flow meters (or mass-flow meters)
take the guess work out of the equation.
Load cells are the other option and are used
to directly weigh the product added (or
subtracted from bulk storage). But be aware
bulk densities can vary significantly from
one product to another.
Hand rinse station or PPE storage –
any feature designed to increase operator
safety and reduce chemical exposure is
worth investing in. Only one manufacturer
included a hand wash station as standard,
and while they are options on some other
units, one dealer commented they are hardly
ever selected.
Frame – larger units that will be shifted
often require substantial bases, including
provision for forklift or loader tines.
A stainless steel base is best for corrosion
protection, but not an option for most units.
Failing that, hot-dipped galvanised coating
is the one to go for, then powder-coated or

two-pack paint. If the unit is to be placed
on a truck tray or trailer, make sure there
is adequate room to access the vat lids and
controls.
Platforms and handrails – the last place
you want to slip or trip is when handling
chemicals, especially dry products like
powders and granules. Handlers should
have a sturdy platform to provide a step
when lifting bags to the tank lid. Most units
inspected were fitted with a platform and
for some manufacturers, handrails were
optional.
Labels and decals – the visible plumbing
and components of most batching
systems makes their operation largely
self-explanatory. Having valves and taps
clearly labelled makes them safer and
easier to use. The manufacturer or dealer
should at least provide an induction on
the handler’s use and a manual where
possible. Most of the units inspected
in this report were well labelled with
one manufacturer using small laser cut
stainless steel panels to indicate valves
‘open’ or ‘closed’.

$10,000
*

Australia’s own self-propelled sprayer
made specifically for your farming
enterprise.
Experience superior comfort, unmatched efficiency,
the most accurate spraying systems & the best boom
ride in the business.

Purchase a Goldacres self-propelled sprayer
in the months of June / July and receive a
$10,000 Cash Back Bonus!
Offer available on G4V, G4, G6 & G8 Goldacres self-propelled
sprayers
Offer valid on all Goldacres self-propelled sprayers G4, G4V, G6 & G8 from 1st June until 31st July 2019.
Price INC GST. *Terms and Condition apply.

goldacres.com.au/cashback-sp

www.farmingahead.com.au
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products is ideal, as a separate hose per
product eliminates any cross-contamination.
Chemical probes are suited to smaller
product volumes, and Micromatic fittings
are needed for envirodrums, but are
becoming less common as shuttles become
the preferred option.
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Other batching setups in use
A small selection of the chemical handling and batching ideas Twitter users have shared.

Darren Jasper (@DarrenJasper1) designed this unit for batching straight from IBCs, with the frame built by Donvan Engineering in
Cunderdin, WA. Each pod has electrically-operated valves in the base of each hopper (Arag stainless steel) plus a rinsing valve. A master
flush pushes fresh water through the main line.

Ontario, United States-based Chad Koch (@cashcrop10) has constructed a versatile unit using a large capacity nurse tank with shipping
container at the rear housing the batching equipment.

Canadian PhiBer Manufacturing (@PhiBerAG) built these two trailer-mounted systems which can fill a 4500L sprayer in a reported three-anda-half minutes. They can handle four different products, with room for 10 shuttles, two pallets of boxes in a cage and 28,400L of fresh water.

Pete Munns of TSI Beacon manufactures this slide-on batching plant with shuttles, nurse tank, fresh water and granules all in one place.
Priced from around $50,000
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Safe and quick: Matt Hill has built a
mobile chemical batching unit from
a converted drop deck trailer.
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Chemical efficiency and
safety go hand-in-hand at
Beaumont property

G

rain grower Matt Hill has made
an investment in the safe and
efficient handling of chemicals
on his Beaumont property, about
40km north-east of Esperance in Western
Australia.
Matt has converted a drop deck trailer
into a mobile chemical batching plant which
has room for 14,000 litres of product in
shuttles (1000 litre IBCs) and is fitted with
a 2000 litre diesel tank, 2000 litre nurse
tank (for the batch to be stored in just prior
to use) and space for dry products such as
sulphate of ammonia.
At the heart of the batching plant is a
QuickDraw automatic controller which Matt
added this year to improve the efficiency
of chemical delivery for the crop growing
program and provide a safe and clean
workplace for staff.
“A few years ago we had tow-behind
sprayers and only a couple of water points
on the whole property and we were lucky
to get through 300ha a day of spraying,”
Matt said.

8
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The home-made IBC lid cracker opener.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761
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WATER STRATEGY
Apart from the converted drop deck trailer,
Matt has strategically added bulk water
storage points which cover about every
2000ha of the property’s 15,000ha cropping
program.
The approach is to load the trailer with
the appropriate chemicals for the job at
hand, park it next to the watering point and
move as needed.
“We are aiming to have the absolute
minimum amount of chemical handling and
exposure for the operators.”
Matt’s approach is to include chemical
supplied in 1000 litre shuttles or in
suspension when the truck is taken into the
field.
“The preference is to get the chemicals
supplied in a shuttle, for example, liquid
Atrazine, which is more expensive but is
what we are prepared to commit to better
chemical handling practices.
“We obviously can’t supply everything
like that so I will pre-batch a shuttle for
something like an insecticide and then put
that shuttle on the drop deck.”
A drop-down chemical hopper is also
supplied with the QuickDraw unit which
allows the manual input of dry products
such as powders or granules.
Matt said the mobile batching plant is
pretty much stress free.
“It takes about 12 minutes to load an
8000 litre self-propelled sprayer with the
QuickDraw and once the chemical and water
‘recipe’ is entered, the operator simply has to
push the start button on the pump.
“When the sprayer is full, the operator
simply hits the start button on the QuickDraw
again and the batch will be prepared and
ready for when the sprayer returns.”
Matt’s QuickDraw unit can handle six
inputs and can be remotely managed if
needed.
“Ours run on a local wifi network but the
unit can come with a SIM card and modem
if you want it. It’s very simple to use and
www.farmingahead.com.au

Matt says the touch pad control is functional and easy to use.

the touch screen with the unit is intuitive
and shows a clear representation of what’s
happening with the water and chemicals on
the trailer. You can also input recipes via an
iPad.
“And if there is a small amount of
paddock left after a tank load has been used,
then the QuickDraw will automatically mix
up the brew required based on the area you
plug into the system.”
The QuickDraw on Matt’s property is
fitted with an electric start to the pump
engine and an auto stop function for when
the batch is complete.
If the QuickDraw detects any faults, for
example air in the system, a red light on top
of the unit will start flashing and an error
message will be sent to the operator. The
system will also remotely close down.

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

Matt has designed the drop deck trailer’s
plumbing so it can be easily flushed and he
plans to soon add a personal wash down
station. Shuttles are angled slightly down
to the edges of the drop deck trailer to aid
draining and flushing.
He also prefers to open the lid of each
IBC slightly to ensure breathability and he
has designed his own IBC lid spanner for
that job.
Matt estimates he has spent about
$105,000 on the batching trailer and says
it’s been worth every dollar.
“We are saving about three quarters
of a labour unit but the safe approach to
chemical handling is the real bonus. And
there is also far less plastic, bags and
packaging to stuff around with from not
using smaller-scale chemical supplies.”
No. 114 July 2019 Research Report
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“We made the move to SP sprayers as we
thought it was a bit crazy to have so much
money tied up in those machines and having
them spend time driving back and forth for
water.”
The first step for Matt was to build a
batching plant on a truck that was capable
of carrying 27,000 litres of water and some
chemical.
“So we had a staff member pretty much
full time on that unit for about eight months
of the year and it was a pretty tough job,
having to get up early and run water and
chemicals.
“It was definitely one of the more
unpleasant jobs on the farm so we realised
we needed a different approach and I started
thinking about some automation of the task.”
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Beverley Hydra Mix

T

he Beverley Hydra Mix is made
by the Peart family, also known
for their range of Beverley Hydra
Boom sprayers. Kondinin Group
inspected a 1000L Hydra Mix unit at the
manufacturing facility at Beverley in
Western Australia.
The Hydra Mix is one of the more nofuss/simply designed and laid out chemical
handlers inspected, driven by Beverley’s
desire to make a unit that is ‘backpacker
proof’.
The robust build quality of the Hydra
Boom sprayers is reflected in the sturdy,
no fuss frame of the Hydra Mix which is
finished in the same light green two pack
paint. There are several tie down hoops
incorporated into the frame design also.
The unit is available in 300L and 1000L
variants and the larger model has a single
lid (400mm inside diameter).
A platform and optional handrails are
sturdy and offer plenty of support for
loading bags and the like and keeping your
feet off the ground or trailer surface when
operating the Hydra Mix.
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The Hydra Mix’s bag and drum spike.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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A single 4.9kW (6.5hp) Honda petrol
engine drives a 50mm centrifugal Pacer
poly pump with a rated flow rate of 700L
a minute.
If desired a 4.9kW Honda petrol engine
driving a 75mm centrifugal Pacer poly
pump with a rated flow rate of 1000L a
minute can be optioned. An electric pump
is available if the unit is to be located
permanently near an appropriate power
supply. A venturi suction point is provided
as standard fit.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
Following the bullet proof approach, the
controls for the main pumping duties are run
from two valves with large handles to one
side of the operator platform.
Each handle is clearly labelled ‘pressure/
out’ and ‘suction/in’ providing operators
four positions for each of the two main
valves. The valves and fittings are mainly
from Polmac.
On top of the tank there are three extra,
smaller lines fitted with valves which
allow fresh water flow to ‘dust’, ‘drum’
and ‘sprinkler’ functions, with ‘dust’
feeding two small nozzles either side of
the dry product inlet to minimise dust,
‘drum’ to supply the drum rinse function
and ‘sprinkler’ to supply the internal, topmounted sprinkler for main tank rinsing.
Two primary suction inlets are catered for
(typically to provide supply from IBCs) but
extra inputs ca be added. Liquid in and out
is also clearly labelled as is the tank drain
function, operated by a lever at the side of
the main tank.

Control valves for fresh water functions.

Eight internal nozzles (about 20mm in
diameter) placed equidistant around the
sloping cone internal surface of the main
tank provide agitation.
A bag spike is standard fit which sits
below the lid inside the tank. The spike sits
on top of four blades (all made of stainless
steel) and the blades are at different heights
to allow for better drum piercing/splitting.
A rinse nozzle is incorporated into the
bag spike.
A Micromatic coupling is optional.

Primary functions are well labelled.
www.farmingahead.com.au

There are a couple of grease nipples on
the Hydra Mix that require lubrication every
three years or so.
An operator’s manual is provided and
owners receive a hands on induction about
operation on delivery.
Price for the 1000L unit as inspected is
$8800 and $10,230 for the 75mm version.
Contact: Beverley Hydra Boom
www.hydraboom.com.au
Phone 08 9646 1218

Tank drain lever.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761
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PUMPING
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Croplands Batchmaster 1200

M

ounted on a sturdy hotdipped galvanised frame
fabricated using RHS, the
Batchmaster 1200 has a
footprint of 1400mm x 2000mm with the
operator platform in the transport position.
This means it will be accommodated in
the back of a standard ute tray. The frame
incorporates a set of pallet fork slots for
lifting with a forklift or alternatively there
are four eyelets for lifting from above.

A 1200L round conical base, roto-moulded
tank has clearly marked graduations and

two manual-loading access holes with
quarter-turn lid-locks to the left and right
of centre when standing on the operator
platform. The lids are 1100mm above the
fold-down platform height and can be used
for loading product from 20L or granular
product boxes or overhead filling. The righthand lid has a stainless-steel spear but the
left hand lid does not.
Other than the spear central flush, there
is no drum-wash, although the spear and
rinser could be modified and replaced with a
standard drum rinser nozzle.
The tank is fixed to eyelets on the frame
using a single 75mm webbing strap with

Hardy decals.

Operator platform.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

12
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hooks. The pump and plumbing sit on
checkerplate which has also been hotdipped with the frame while a 750mm
platform folds down for operators to stand
on if manually loading product into the
hopper. This platform folds up and locks up
out of the way into a vertical position for
transport.
Internal tank agitation is via three
adjustable angle 32mm 45-degree angled
fittings. Tank rinse employs a central tankroof mounted spray nozzle. The outlet in
the bottom of the tank also has a sump drain
pipe for removing the last few litres of
liquid from the system.

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761
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Tank drain.

PUMPING
The heart of the Batchmaster is a
3.7kW Honda GX200-driven Banjo selfpriming centrifugal pump which can shift
1100L/min.
Water fill is via a 75mm Banjo cam-lock
fitting and three-way tap and mixed product
delivery back out of the unit is also via

www.farmingahead.com.au

a 75mm outlet. Outside manual loading,
chemical can be drawn into the system via
venturi induction probe from a shuttle or
Enviro drum.
With seven Banjo taps on the
Batchmaster, product flow paths are easy
to determine and operation is intuitive. But
Kondinin Group engineers were impressed

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

that most taps were clearly labelled with
sturdy, chemical resistant engraved plates.
Recommended retail pricing of the unit as
inspected is $10,305.
Contact: Croplands
www.croplands.com.au
Phone 1800 999 162
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Pump inlet and outlet.
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Flashvat

D

esigned and built in
Goondiwindi, Queensland by
John Reichstein, Flashvats come
in 180L to 800L configurations
but are available in custom sizes and layouts
according to user requirements.
Kondinin Group inspected the most
popular, a 180L unit which features
a custom rectangular tank moulded
specifically for Flashvat. The hopper lid
hinges at the rear and locks down with a
jam fit.
The unit can be plumbed to be trailer
mounted or sit in a chemical shed and has a
powder-coated steel skid frame with open
end RHS for shifting using a forklift.
If manually moving the unit, the total
weight is 120kg for a two-person lift onto
the back of a ute with handles at each
end. The whole unit is kept narrow with a
footprint of 600mm wide and 2200mm long
to fit inside a standard ute tray.
Drum or granular box lift height into the
hopper is 850mm and there is an anti-vortex
outlet insert in the bottom of the hopper.

180 litre hopper.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
Inside the Flashvat, agitation comes in the
form of a single 20mm nozzle which by
comparison is small but the manufacturer
insists is adequate and aggressive enough
with a tumbling action in the rectangular
hopper for agitation of difficult products
like Mancozeb. Larger hopper units get
30mm inch agitation nozzles.
The Flashvat has Banjo fittings on most
inlets and outlets. Inlets are standard 50mm
but 75mm is also available feeding the

14
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Banjo pump and Honda engine.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761
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Banjo fittings all-round.

standard 50mm Banjo pump with a Honda
GX200 3.7kW motor as standard. A 75mm
pump paired to a matching specification
motor is available if needed.
The 180L Flashvat can accommodate
three 20L drums on the drum rails so two
drums can be emptying while one is rinsing.
The drums are loaded facing away from the
operator to prevent product splashing on to
the operator. There is no drum spike in the
180L hopper.

of the pump determines induction flow
and agitation, while the tap under the vat
controls the flow out of the vat.
A custom stainless manifold determines
tank sprinkler rinse, drum rinse and
agitation flow. There are also two spare
outlets on the manifold which can be
plumbed for wash-down guns or flushing
recirculation lines when pulling product out
of shuttles.
Flow direction is intuitive and while taps
and hoses are all visible, the addition of
decals may assist the infrequent user.
Alternatively, the spare lines from the
manifold can be used as a flush line into,
for example, a Sotera electric diaphragm

PUMPING
Standard configuration plumbing sees
water drawn directly from a mobile or
ground-based water tank. The tap on top

www.farmingahead.com.au
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pump which can be plumbed to deliver
product into the back of the Flashvat
hopper.
Units can be supplied with solar panels
and batteries to run the diaphragm pump or
lighting if required.
The hopper features marked graduations
for measuring chemical out of Enviro
drums, or, if using 1000L shuttles,
shuttle gauges are recommended by the
manufacturer.
Pricing starts at $4510 as inspected.
Contact: Flashvat
www.flashvats.com.au
Phone 0427 827 944
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Lift handles and fork slots.
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Goldacres Batchmate

G

oldacres produce the Batchmate
in a single size with 800L
tank and 75mm plumbing.
The unit originates from the
manufacturer’s Ballarat factory and shares
much of the design traits of their range of
boomsprays.
Mounted on a sturdy skid constructed of
50mm RHS, the unit has a footprint of 1.5m
x 1670m and sits on two rectangular tubes

Control panel.
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for picking up with a forklift. A tank height
of 1.1m shouldn’t prove too much of an
issue when lifting bags of granular product
up to the lids. The dry weight of the unit is
250kg.

PUMPING
Pumping duties are carried out by a GX200
Honda and 75mm Aussie pump poly
centrifugal, delivering about 1000L/min

maximum flow, or 610L/min when drawing
from the vat into the sprayer. The unit is
rated to a maximum head of 25m. Fill and
delivery ports are 75mm, and plumbing
consists mostly of Banjo manifold flange
fittings.
The 800L tank is made from the usual
green poly, which is not translucent, so
an external level tube is fitted which
corresponds to litre graduations on the

Hand wash station.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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Drum spike.

side of the vat. The base of the tank slopes
down to a sump which is easily emptied by
a dedicated drain valve on the side. Twin
50mm agitation jets are fitted to the tank, as
well as a sprinkler in the top for rinsing out.
The twin tank lids are large in size, with
the left-hand lid containing a razor-sharp
drum spear, and the right-hand lid revealing
a drum and jug rinsing nozzle. This does
mean you will need to carry the drum over
to the other opening if you want to rinse
it after splitting it open, but it also means
operators don’t have to come into contact
with the spear if simply using the rinsing
probe. The spear is probably designed more
for splitting bags of dry product rather than
drums in any case.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
The labelling of control valves and
instructional decals is excellent and of
similar quality to the manufacturer’s
sprayers, making operation reasonably
intuitive. A front-mounted control panel
houses valves for operation of the tank
rinse, drum rinse and rinse gun functions,
with the venturi probe connection point
mounted underneath.
The 75mm valve to the right of the control
panel (yellow handle) opens output flow
to the sprayer, while the lower red-handled
valve directs fresh water direct to the pump
inlet for transfer, or vat contents to the pump
for circulation. The venturi induction is
capable of drawing product in at up to 50L/

min, and a hose and probe are included with
the unit which attaches via camlock fitting.
Some of the standard features found on
the Batchmate deserve mention, especially
the hand wash station with dedicated 23L
water tank and soap bottle, which is often
optional equipment on other units, or not
available at all. The rinse gun and 4m hose
are also standard equipment and are stored
neatly on the left frame. The pressure gauge
on the top fresh water manifold is also a
nice touch.
The Batchmate sells for $9995.
Contact: Goldacres
www.goldacres.com.au
Phone 03 5342 6399

Still the simplest, safest chemical
transfer system on the market.

If you’re buying a new chemical
transfer / mixing system, make sure
you check out the SCUD and see how
it can make your spraying program
quicker, safer and easier.

For more information contact Pete Munns
Phone 08 9686 1119 Mobile 0428 861 119
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Pump and plumbing.
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Handler IV.

The Handler

T

he Handler is available in four
basic models – Handler I (59L),
Handler II (160L), Handler III
(265L) and Handler IV (870L).
Kondinin Group researchers were able to
inspect both Handler III and IV models at
Burando Hill’s Katanning headquarters in
Western Australia, who are the exclusive
Australian agent. The Handler originates
from Canadian company Polywest liquid
handling products, who offer several
variants in each Handler category.
With an 870L vat, the Handler IV is a big
unit ideal for the back of a truck or trailer.

It features 75mm plumbing as standard,
and a 3.7kW GX200 Honda-driven 75mm
Banjo pump delivering around 1000L/min.
The skid mount is reasonably large at 1.8 x
1.2m, and it comes equipped with fork tubes
underneath for shifting the unit.
A fold-down step offers convenient
access when adding product through right
hand tank lid, which also houses the drum
spear. The spear or “Handler Knife” is well
made from stainless steel, and incorporates
a rinse nozzle up the centre. It is well
secured inside the vat so should stand up to
plenty of punishment.
The second lid offers vat access without
the risk of injury from the drum knife. Tank

Neat plumbing.

Honda-powered pump.

PUMPING
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height is 1.1m, so not too difficult to lift
bags or drums up to the lid.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
The neat plumbing arrangement is
a highlight, featuring banjo fittings
throughout. A vertical manifold from the
pump output features offtakes for sprayer
output, dual tank agitation lines, drum rinse
line, topped off by a valve to operate the
sprinkler located in the top of the vat. The
direction of the agitation jets inside the tank
can be adjusted to suit requirements.
The left-hand agitation line carries
a venturi and valve for induction via a
camlock fitting, and multiple inlets can be

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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Handler III.

easily stacked on. But this does leave the
venturi and agitation plumbing vulnerable
to damage sitting outside the footprint of
the unit. The vat can be completely drained
through the suction line at the base.
All controls are fairly self-explanatory
due to the simple plumbing layout. The
pump can be used as a transfer unit,
bypassing the vat completely. The vat is
graduated externally with litres and gallon
markings (both UK and US), and the plastic
seems translucent enough to see the level
inside. Operational and safety decals are
excellent, and the operator’s manual is
reasonably thorough. A fresh water outlet

can be added if an optional hand reel is
fitted. A hand rinse station is also available
as an option. An additional bypass system
can be added for an extra $1000.
The Handler III is essentially a scaled
down version of the IV, with 265L singlelid tank and standard in 50mm plumbing,
although 75mm is available as an option.
The steel base is far less robust in design,
and not really suited to forking on and off
a truck tray, but the bare unit weighs in at
104kg, so can be manhandled when needed.
The smaller handler can induct liquids
through the venturi system straight into
the sprayer tank without entering the vat

if desired. Powered by a GX200 Honda
and 50mm Banjo pump, the unit should
be good for 600 to 800L/min, or 1000L/
min in optional 75mm plumbing. As with
its bigger brother, twin agitation jets and
top-mounted rinse nozzle are fitted, but the
plumbing is not as neat or well laid out as
the Handler IV.
Price for the Handler III is $5379. The
Handler IV is $8910 including venturi
system. Add $1100 for bypass system.
Contact: Burando Hill
www.burandohill.com
Phone 08 9821 4422

Sprayer mate

Standard & Custom Built Chemical Handling System
MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA

We use the suction of the pump to induct chemicals.
350L, 600L, 850L, 1200L & 1700L cone bottom tank sizes.
Options include:
“Load cells and Indicator” to weigh liquid and granular
chemicals. A 2 pump system, for faster more efficient
sprayer filling. Chemical hose flushing system. Other
options available.

Contact Garth 0408 512 857
garth@gnsengineering.com.au
www.gnsengineering.com.au
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Drum spike.
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Hayes Spraying

H

ayes Spraying based in
Goondiwindi, Qld, custommakes almost every chemical
handler they sell, with repeat
builds usually a customer reorder.
Many of the designs are trailer-mounted
with provision for two 1000L shuttles sideby-side and one or more “pump and rinse
bin” assemblies.
These pump and rinse assemblies are
square-sided, angled-base 120L or 200L
self-contained hoppers with calibrated and
well-marked graduations for measuring
product out of 20L drums, providing a drum
wash, chemical agitation and quick fill. Poly
fittings including Banjo taps and cam-locks
are used extensively.

INSPECTED UNIT
The unit inspected north of Moree was
specified with two pumps and two 200L
rinse bins with provision for two 1000L
shuttles up-front, two 50mm inlet Davey
centrifugal pumps driven by Honda 3.7kW
engines. In operation one of the pumps
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Shuttle plumbed.
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Trailer mounted.

can be used to handle fresh water only,
minimising the risk of contamination.
Other details on the inspected unit include
a Micromatic fitting, wash-down shower,
hose reel with wash-down gun, PPE box
and separate fresh-water handwash. This
was one of the few chemical handling units
inspected that had a personnel shower, a
feature many corporate farms are looking
for to satisfy their occupational health and
safety policies.

PUMPING
A bank of 14, 50mm and 75mm Banjo taps
control flow with the outlet to the sprayer a
50mm or 75mm Banjo camlock fitting. In
addition to poly pipe-work, resistant fuel
hose with stainless hose clamps are used to
push mixed product to a filtered outlet at the
rear of the trailer.
This is all mounted on a two-pack painted
tandem-axle trailer with a fold-down ladder,
checkerplate work platform and side-rails.
Fill height of the hoppers from the trailer
deck for manual loading of chemical is
1120mm and options include in-hopper
spear kits if needed.
The bank of Banjo fittings was neatly laid
out on the inspected unit although the labelmaker decals had not stood the ultimate test
of time in operation.
Viton seals are fitted as standard while a
pickling unit for seed dressing is optionally
available.
Pricing varies according to specifications
but the inspected unit pictures retails for
$26,754.
Contact: Hayes Spraying
www.hayessprayingequipment.com.au
Phone 07 4671 3092
www.farmingahead.com.au

Work platform.

Rear of trailer.
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Banjo taps.
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Sprayer Mate

T

he Sprayer Mate range of chemical
handlers is manufactured by
GNS Engineering in Wangaratta,
Victoria and covers tank sizes of
150L to 1700L.
The unit inspected for this report was a
1200L model located on a property near
Natimuk in Victoria.
Frames are well constructed, hotdipped galvanised at the Furphy factory in
Shepparton, Victoria, and can be moved
around with a forklift or loader. GNS
Engineering will also do a stainless steel
frame if requested.
Laser cut stainless steel is used
throughout the handler as a means of
labelling key plumbing points to denote
“chemical in” or “closed” positions of valve
taps and handles.

A higher flow rate centrifugal poly
pump (1100L/min) is standard for 75mm
plumbing and there is an option to use a
1700L/min rated Hypro pump with 9.7kW
Honda engine for larger-scale sprayer
set ups.
GNS Engineering prefers to use the
suction provided by the pump to draw

chemicals into the main tank and the
plumbing can be designed so the handler
can be used purely as a transfer system for
clean water for example.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
Banjo fittings and valves are used
extensively and are well labelled although

PUMPING
Depending on the size and capacity of the
handler, the primary plumbing inlets can
be 50mm or 75mm and all Sprayer Mates
have the same basic pumping set up of a
petrol-driven Honda engine which feeds
a pump.
Standard issue is a Banjo poly pump
(centrifugal) which is used for 50mm
plumbing to provide 815L/min flow rate,
powered by a 4.9kW Honda GX engine.
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Hose reel and bench.
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Contact: GNS Engineering
www.gnsengineering.com.au
Phone 0408 512 857
www.farmingahead.com.au

Scale head.

Drum rinse nozzle.

Load cells located on the base of the main tank.
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the Sprayer Mate looks a little busier than
some other handlers inspected. Having said
that, it is easy to see all the components and
follow the path of chemicals and water.
Up to five product lines can be added
through the manifold and there is the option
of rinsing ports to flush clean water through
chemical hoses which are used for Enviro
drums or 1000L shuttles.
The unit inspected was able to handle
four liquid chemical inputs through the
manifold and there was a Micromatic
coupling fitted.
Other chemical handling options include
a Banjo DryMate fitting on the chemical
induction hose.
One inlet lid on the top of the main tank
is standard and the tank is a roto-moulded,
cone-base design.
The inlet diameter is 380mm and GNS
Engineering prefers not to provide a bag
spike or spears in the tank.
The height measured from the step/
platform to the top of the tank was 900mm.
The unit inspected was fitted with a
sturdy platform (830mm x 630mm) to step
on, height adjustable bench, whiteboard and
hand reel, which are all handy additions.
Agitation in the tank is provided by two
horizontally-opposed outlets which sit at
45 degrees to the tank wall.
An internal rinsing nozzle sits below
the top centre point of the tank and if a
second pump is chosen in the design, it can
be plumbed to run fresh water only to that
nozzle.
A push down drum rinse nozzle is also
fitted as standard.
The second pump also provides the
ability to fill the sprayer while also mixing
the chemical batch.
Kondinin Group researchers were
impressed with the addition of load cells
to the Sprayer Mate inspected which adds
about $4000 to the price.
The load cells come with a scale head
that can be tared off when adding product to
the tank to accurately measure the chemical
required. A list of the specific gravity of
products is required if using this system.
A solar panel provides a power supply
back up to the scale head.
Electric start pumps are optional which
can be handy if the unit is mounted or
positioned on a reasonably high trailer or
truck tray.
A three-page manual is provided with the
Sprayer Mate and where possible, owners
will receive hands-on induction on delivery
for example.
Base price for the 1200L model is $9570.
The unit inspected costs around $20,000.
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SureFire QuickDraw

T

he SureFire QuickDraw is a fully
automated chemical batching
control system distributed in
Australia by AJS Machinery.
With a price tag in excess of $40,000,
the QuickDraw is not cheap, but it offers
an extremely high level of accuracy and
control when it comes to chemical handling
and mixing.
Kondinin Group inspected a QuickDraw
on a property near Esperance in Western
Australia where the unit was installed on
a mobile filling station (a converted truck
trailer) used on a large-scale broadacre
property.
The QuickDraw sits neatly in a metal
cabinet which measures about one metre by
one metre and 400mm deep. The cabinet is
well constructed and offers some dust and
moisture protection of the contents which
include a flow meter, mass meter, venturi
and touch screen controller.
The box is the brains of the system
and can be plumbed into four to six bulk
chemical inputs (ICBs for example) and
a manual input – in the case of the unit
inspected – supplied by a drop-down
hopper.
The bulk chemical connections (50mm)
are stacked on the side of the box and
provided the inputs are plumbed correctly,
the QuickDraw will take care of the
chemical handling and mixing.
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Drop down hopper for manual input of dry products.
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The QuickDraw’s control panel.

OPERATION
Operators can simply enter the spraying
‘recipe’ using the application rate of the
product.
Once entered, the QuickDraw will
mix and deliver the batch and on the unit
inspected, the batch was delivered to a
2000L nurse tank.
Accuracy of water and chemical is
assured by use of a flow meter and a mass
meter which the owner of the unit said
was accurate to within a litre per shuttle
(1000L). AJS rates the QuickDraw to
0.5 per cent accuracy.
Once the recipe is input, a start button is
pushed on the screen and the QuickDraw
will first bring water in as a pre-load
amount through a 75mm line, then switch to
chemical through the 50mm lines by means
of the venturi.
A fresh water rinse (of about 10 seconds)
occurs after every chemical input and the
system will dial down the chemical flow
rate as it approaches the required amount.
If a small portion of a paddock is left
to spray after a full sprayer tank has been
exhausted, the QuickDraw is also able to
mix a small batch by entering the area left to
spray into the control panel.
The unit can be synced via Wifi to a smart
phone or device and the control screen
mimicked in the cabin of the sprayer for
example.

RECORD KEEPING
The system can also be combined with farm
records, weather data and other parameters
and each batch has a unique ID number for
record keeping purposes.
Kondinin Group researchers were
www.farmingahead.com.au

Sprayer being filled with a chemical batch from the nurse tank.

impressed with the ease of control of the
QuickDraw and its accuracy and speed.
As long as the inputs are plumbed to the
system and the QuickDraw knows input line
one is glyphosate, for example, there is not
much to go wrong.
AJS recommends magnetic or longlasting labels for each of the chemical
delivery hoses to ensure lines are not
swapped accidentally.
Power for the unit is via a 12-volt
battery supply and each QuickDraw can be
delivered with a solar panel kit or 30m cable
to connect to a 12V outlet.
AJS is currently dealing with customers

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

directly for product supply and support and
the QuickDraw comes with a 12-month
warranty.
AJS can supply the QuickDraw in a
basic kit form or cover full installation of a
trailer-mounted, customisable system. They
typically rely on Banjo fittings and US-built
cast iron pumps or can supply electricpowered pumps for fixed installations.
Price of QuickDraw Max with venturi, six
product inputs and battery is $49,885.
Contact: AJS Machinery
www.ajsmachinery.com.au/quickdraw.html
Phone 0475 633 959
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Mass meter inside the QuickDraw’s control centre.
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TSI Beacon SCUD

T

he SCUD chemical transfer units
are manufactured by TSI Beacon,
in 350, 500, 800, 1200, 2000
and 2500 litre capacities. The
350L unit is the most popular model and
was inspected by Kondinin Group at the
manufacturer’s premises in Beacon, Western
Australia.
The 350L unit is simply constructed on
a solid steel base with a footprint no larger
than a standard pallet or shuttle. This makes
it ideal when placing it alongside several
shuttles on the back of a truck or trailer.
Rectangular tube incorporated in the base
aids shifting with a forklift or frontend
loader.

PUMPING
The most noticeable feature of the SCUD
mixer is the use of two pumps; a 650L/min
Honda centrifugal main pump, and a 50L/
min Sotera 12 volt diaphragm pump for
chemical induction. Standard plumbing is
50mm but 75mm is available as an option,
which sees the main pump’s capacity
increased to 1050L/min.
The diaphragm pump is coupled to a
25mm suction hose which can be connected
to a standard Micromatic fitting and probe.
A coupling is fitted to the tank for rinsing
purposes. The pump outlet is plumbed
straight into the side of the vat. A stainless
pull-rod switches the pump on and off to
save the operator fiddling around at the base
of the unit.
The 350L vat has a single, central lid with
drum rinse nozzle mounted underneath,
but a drum spike is an optional feature.
Proprietor Peter Munns commented most
users seemed to be happy to slit bags with
a knife rather than have a spike fitted,
as it tends to get in the way in the single
opening of the vat.
Product mixing uses two internal nozzles
– one at the bottom and one at the top which
are linked by a tube with a tap in between.
This arrangement allows flow to be biased
towards the top or bottom, or both at the
same time, but does require the tap to be
operated inside the vat. Peter adds that
mixing seems to be most effective with
an up-and-down circulation rather than a
spinning motion around the tank.

SCUD’s 350L unit.

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES
Plumbing components are primarily Banjo
fittings with 50mm camlock for fresh
water in and mix out with 75mm optional.
While there are no real labels on the unit,
plumbing is obvious and tap handles point
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Scud 12V chemical pump.
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Micromatic rinse fitting.

in the direction of flow or suction, making
operation self-evident. No manual is
supplied with the unit, but the manufacturer
tries to put all new owners through an
induction where possible.
Cleaning appears straightforward, as
all cleaning plumbing can be camlocked
off, allowing the fresh water supply to be
flushed through the system without coming
into contact with the chemical pump.
Prices: $5390 base model without SCUD
pump, or $7920 with pump, $1320 extra for
75mm plumbing.
Contact: TSI Beacon
www.scudagchem.com.au
Phone 08 9686 1119

50mm connection points.

Faster batching saves you money by improving
spraying hours – Average ROI in 2 years
Unique Mass Flow meter reduces chemical waste
Closed system eliminates operator exposure

“Spraying without a QuickDraw is like
Harvest without a Chaser.”
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Machinery: 0475 633 959
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Honda/Banjo pump combination.
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Browse through our variety of
practical manuals, the popular
Workshop Series, educational
resources about farming and
agriculture and much more on
the Kondinin Group Bookstore!

www.kondininbookstore.com.au

